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COMPOSITE SRIP CONSTRUCTION. MCLAIN'S SYSTEM 

Having already presented a brief outline of the process differs from the foregoing in that the keel, stem, sternpost, 
of iron ship construction, extracted from the pages of Wil- frame, and outer plating of the ship are the same as those 
son's "Ship Building," recently published by Messrs. John of an ordinary wooden vessel. but instead of the ceiling or 
Wiley & Son, of this 
city, we again revert to 
the same work for the 
following interesting 
particulars regarding 
the construction of ves
sel� on the composite 
system. The chief 0 b
ject of this method is 
to combine the strength 
of the iron ship with 
the capacity of being 
coppered afforded by 
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the wooden vessel_ �����iI�li�ii���ii����������������ii�ii�II���II�!!1I1 
Special attention is re-
quired to see that the 
iron is completely in
sulated or cut off from 
electrical communica
tion with the copper 
used in the struciure; 
and owing to the differ-
�in���� 4 
of wood and irol1 by 
heat, it has been found 
best to make all pieces 
which lie fore and aft 
of wood, and all those 
restin� athwartships, 
vertically or diagonal
ly, of iron. 

McLAIN'S METHOD OF COMP,\)SVl'E SHIP BUILDING. 

JORDAN'S SYSTEM \ inside 'planking being composed ofwpod, it is constructed of 
of composite ship building is that most generally practic8d. iron, united all round at the bottom and e nds of the struc
The whole outer skin, including keel, stem, sternpost, and ture, and made thoroughly water-tight, forming a complete 
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SCOTTS' METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING COMPOSITE SHIPS. 

inner skin. 
Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 are sections of a composite 

vessel built on this .principle. a a a a is the outer 
wooden packing, b the frame timbers, I) wooden 
flooring inserted between the frames, d the angle 
iron frames riveted all round to the outside of the 
iron ceiling, e. Fig. 1 is a horizontal section of 
broadside, Fig. 2 a vertical section of the same at 
a:, Fig. 3 a transverse section of keel, etc., and Fig. 
4 a horizontal section of the broadside. 

SCOTT'S SYSTEM 
consists in making the frames of T iron instead of 

. angle iron, all fore and aft the ship. Being stronger 
they are consequently spaced further apart. Be
twil:t the frames are fitted chocks of teak bolted 
with iron bolts and caulked tlfroughout. Over 
these .. chocks and over the 
frames is wrought the outside 
planking, Which is fastened, as 
shown in the engravings, Figs. 
5 to 8, by brass bolts, which 
pass through the chocks and 
planking. With existing ap
pliances, the frames fore and 
aft are somewhatmore difficult 
to set to the figure of the ship 
than frames of angle iron; but, 
on the other hand, the number 
of frames to be set is leslf,than 
in the ordinary method of build
ing composite ships. Thus in a 
vesse1200 feet long, the num-
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GRANTHAM'S METHOD OF SHEATHING IRON SHIPS 
is as follows: Outside the iron skin are riveted angle iron 
ribs, the projecting flanges of which are dovetail in sec
tion. The inner skin is coated with pitch, and the spaces 
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posed piece of iron. 

between the dovetail 
flanges are filled by 
packing and wedging 
into them short pieces 
of plank. The outRide 
ribs, with their wood
en filling, rise to It 
short distance above 
the water line, and the 
upper edge of the fill
ing is guarded by a 
longitudinal ang leiron. 
The outer surface of 
the filling having been 
payed with pitch, a 
comple t e w o o  d e  n 
sheathing. about one 
and a half inches thick, 
is put on and fastened 
to the filling pi�ces 
with mixed metal nails, 
which should not pass 
through those pieces. 
This is also pitched 
and afterwards sheat4, .
ed with copper or 
mixed metal in the 
usual way, care bcing 
taken to keep the metal 
sheathing two or three 
inches from any ex-

Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show different sections of a vessel thus 
sheathed. 

••••• 
Domestic Econolny of' Fuel. 

Captain Douglas Galton, in an interesting article in the 
Journal of the Society of Art8, calls attention to the need of 
new inventions in devices for cooking, whereby the great 
waste of fuel now experienced in the best of our stoves and 
ranges may be prevented. 

The question of saving fuel for cooking purposes, he says, 
is even more important than economy in warming; because 
cooking is an operation required every day in the year, and 
the waste of fuel in cooking is even more considerable than 
in warming. To realize the question of economy of fuel, it 
is necessary to consider,' in the first place, what a given 
quantity of fuel is capable of doing. 

One pound of coal should raise from fifty to sixty gallons 
of water from 45" to 212" ; and, when raised, very little fuel 

planking is of wood, arranged as in the skin of an ordinary 
wooden ship, and the framework inside is of iron. The bolts 
fastening skin and frames together are of galvanized iron, 
and their outer ends are countersunk in holes of such a depth 
that the iron bolts can· be electrically insulated from the cop' 
per sheathing by plugging the holes with pitch or other suit. 
able non· conductor. 

ber of frames would fewer by at lea

.

st
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twenty. Fig. 8 shows I is required to maintain it, in a properly constructed boilt.r 
the construction in an extreme·calie,.,and Figs. 9 to 12, refer. a,t that temperature. The total amount of water at such � 
ring to other systems, are added'·tor,the purpose of compar- temperature, used daily in an ordinary middle c1�ss house 
ison. . . I does not exceed thirty or forty gallons· and therefore if th� , , . 

DAFT S METHOD OF .SHEATHING IRON SHIPS, boiler were made so as to absorb as much heat as nossible, 
with copper, mixed metal, or zinc, is as follows: The inner the hot water used in an ordinary middle class hous� with a 
layer of the iron skin consists of Il!Io.rrow 
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DAFT'S CONSTRUCTION AND SHEATHING OF IRON SHIPS. 

strips of plate merely wide 
enough to make lap joints 
with the outer layer, and to 
leave a groove, between t"!:te 
edges of each pair of outer 
plates, about as wide as the 
plates are thick. Into this 
groove is placed a filling of 
teak or ebonite, a �pound 
of india rubber and sulphur. 
Outside the plating is a layer 
of tarred felt about one 
quarter of an inch thick, up
on which the sheathing is 
laid and fastened with 
sheathing nails of the .. same 
metal"driven through the feU 
into the fillings. Intermediate 
fastenings are obtained, if 
required, by inserting ebon
ite plugs into holes drilled 
in the iron plates and driy
ing sheathing nails in to them. 

Fig. 13 shows this ar. 
rangement, the black lines 
lleing the· filled portions be'
tween the plates. Fig. 14 is 
an filnlarged section through 
a sheathing nail 
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GRANTHAM'S METHOD OF SHEATHING IRON SHIPS. 
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family of ten or twelve persons, ought not, with thorough 
economy, to consume more than one sixth of a tun of coals in 
the year. Count Rumford shows in his trea tise tha t 25 Ibs. of 
bread ought to be baked with one pound of coal,and that 100 
Ibs. of meat should be cooked with 2i Ibs. of coal. If, therefore 
we fully utilized our fuel, it is clear that, in the preparation 
of our food and hot water for domestic purposes,� lb. of coal 
per head of the population ought to be a sufficier:t daily al. 
lowance, which would be equivalent to one twelfth of a tun 
per annum; and in large households even less than that 
quantity ought to suffice. I do not suppose that we shall 
ever attain to this minimum of consumption, but it is well 
to consider what the standard is, so that we may not rest 
satisfied till it has been much more nearly approached than 
hitherto. 

The three main parts of the ordinary cooking apparatus 
are the oven for baking and roasting, and the boiler, and the 
hot plate. If·the boiler is to be of the form most effectual 
in saving fuel, the flame and gases from the fire should play 
under and round every part of it. 

Then, as regards the oven., The baker's oven of firebrick, 
in which the fire is made inside the oven and the whole heat 
retained in and reflected back from the sides and top and 
hottolP, is a very economical instrument when in continual 
use. Wi�h iron ovens, attached to a kitchen range, the case 
is different. An oven which roasts requires a temperature 
of from 400' to 450° at least. Therefore, to maintain this 
temperature, the gases must pass off into the flue at a tem
perature even higher; when the oven is a roaster, a consid
erable volume of air is heing continually pasfoed through it 
to carry off the steam from the me:.t. This air, if admitted 
cold, as is the case with many ranges, acts so as to cool 
down the interior, anQ therefore additional fuel has to be 
consumed to counteract this cooling down process. Hence, 
it is desirable to utilize some of the heat, which passes 
off, at above 450°, into the fine, for the purpose of rais
ing the temperature of the air to be admitted into the 
.oven. 

Tb.e hot plate is the third of the most important parts of the 
modern close cooking range. In its present shape, the hot 
plate wastes an enormous amount of heat. It is waste· 
ful, because it radiates the heat largely; because the appli
cation of heat to the saucepans is only through th@ bottom 
of the saucr,pans, and the bottom of the saucepan is not 
always in immediate contact with the fiame, but is fre
quently allowed to receive the heat through the medium of 
the cast iron hot plate, which is a very moderate conductor 
of heat. Just consider what the difference of e ffect is. The 
heat of the fiame, if directly acting on the bottom of the 
saucepan, would be 1,200° Fahr. ; but, unless the hot plate is 
red hot, probably not above 450° will pass through, but the 
heat in the fiue which heats the hot plate will be at 1,200°, 
and the spare heat from the fiame will be wasted up the 
chimlllT 

It is evident from the foregoing that, although hundreds 
of stove and range inventions have been made, there is still 
r90m for a new and better series of devices whose merits 
are to consist in their economy of fuel. 

-.�.-

A NEW THERMO·ELECTRIC BATTERY. 

When a bar of bismuth is soldered to one of antimony in 
the form of a <:j and the point of junction warmed, an elec
tric current is set up, which may be increased by augmenting 
the pairs of the combined metals. 

A new form of this battery, recently invented by Mure 
and Clamond, consists of 60 pairs, made of iron and lead, 
and the elpctro·motive power is equal to two Bunsen ele· 
ments. By the use of 39 gallons of gas, about 2 drams of 
copper were precipitated in an hour, the surface of the elec
trodes being 11 square inches, and their separation from one 

. another 0'4 inch. The cost of depositing 21 Ibs. of cop
per by this battery, in Paris, where gas is sold at 3 cents per 
35 cubic feet, would be $2.36. 

The largest battery which has been as yet constructed up
on this plan consists of 150 large pairs, and has an intensity 
equivalent to 5 Bunsen cells of medium size. A battery of 
560 small pairs arranged for tension have an intensity equal 
to 60 Daniell cells. In both cases, the gas consumed is 
about 210 gallons per hour. 

THE SOUTHERN CANAL. 

A correspondent, P. K. McM. , alludes to Professor Colton's 
lecture on a proposed canal to connect the Mississippi with 
the Atlantic, printed on page 376 of our volume XXVIII, and 
asks: 

"Has your attention ever been called to the fact that the 
head waters of the Tombigbee are only 8 miles from Bear 
Creek, a large stream that runs into the Tennesslle? 

From Fulton, Atawamba county, Miss., to Bear Creek is 
only 8 miles, over an undulating country; from thence to 
the Tennessee river is 15 miles, down a creek that is nowhere 
less than 50 feet wide, with from 2 to 3 feet of water in the 
SUUlmer time and no fall worth mentioning. 

Please look at it. We are agitating it now down here; 
and if the West wants as gre�t a market for her productions 
as the Georgia canal would give her, at one tenth the cost, 
let her turn her eyes this way. By this route, too, corn could 
be laid down in Montgomery for 16 cents a bushel. All the 
advantages that woul<i accrue to Alabama by the other route 
would also be afforded by this. 

This canal would supply the richest part of Alabama (the 
cane brake belt) with a direct line to the West. It is also to 
be noticed that Bear Creek enters the Tennessee. below Mus 
ole ShOals." 

1 dtutifit l\tutntan. 
NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, as applied to the Wants of the 
Great West: with an Essay on Forest Planting on the 
Great Plains. By H. W. S. Cleveland, Landscape Archi
tect. Price $1.00. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co., 117 
Sta te Street. 

We have here an excellent treatise on an interesting and important Bub
ject, which may be read with profit by all who are building, planting, and 
laying out gardens and parks. The second part of the work, on the subject 
of forest planting, Is especially valuable, the question of the effect of forests 
on the humidity of the climate being well explained and commented upon. 

COMETS AND METEORS, their Phenomena in All Ages, their 
Mutual Relation, and the Theory of their Or1gin. By 
Daniel Kirkwood, LL.D., Professor of Mathematics in 
Indiana University, and Author of "Meteoric Astronomy." 

The author, well knOwn to all readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

Nature, and many other contemporary journals, has here given the world 
some light on the vexed question of the origin of comets, which, coming 
from an undoubted authority, will be welcomed by all students of 
astronomy. 

THE SPECTROSCOPE AND ITS ApPLICATIONS. By J. Norman 
Lockyer, F.R.S. Price $1.00. New York and London: 
Macmillan & Co. 

This elegaat little volume contain' three lectures, delivered by Mr. Lock
yer, in 1869, before the Society of Arts, anll carried down, by considerable 
additions, to �he present time. The book Is copiously Illustrated, and Is 
intended as an introduction to the whole science of spectroscopy, which has 
been exhaustively treated in the large work of Professor Roscoe. 

DECISIONS OF THE COURTS. 

United States Circuit Court--District o:f Maine. 
PRESERVED GREEN COR1{ PATENT.-JOHN W. JONES etal. VB. R. K. SEWALL, 

Administrator. 
CLIFFORD, J.: 

Inventions lawfully secured by letters patent are the property of the In
ventors, and as such the franChise and the iiatented product al'e as much 
entitled to legal protectHm as any other species of property, real or per· 
sonal. They are, indeed, property, even before theI; are patented, and con� 
ih�usea�e

b�oS��:p�bYi�,'if�re��th�h:���st�g�i��t��feldt����ri ��\�r���i��%� 
lie use or ill sale, with his consent and allowance, for more than two years 
before he files his application for a paten t. (5 Stat. at Large, 123; 5 Ib1d., 
354.) 
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Four severalletters'patent weregranted *asfollows: 1. No. 34,928, datecl 
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improvement in preserving green corn. S. No. 35,346, dated May 20, 1862, 
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cess of preserving green corn. * 
The method of manufacturing the product Is substantially as follows: 

Select a superior quality of sweet corn, in the green state j remove the 
kern·cls from the cob by means of a curved and gaged knIfe, or other suita
ble means j pack the kernels in cans, and hermetically seal the latter so as 
to prevent evaporation under hea t or the escape of the aroma. of th e corn. 
Wlien packed the cans of corn are to be exposed. to steam or bOiling heat 
for an hour and a half, then puncture the cans, and immediately seal the 
same While hot, and continue the heat for two hours and a half longer. 
Afterward the cans may be slowly cooled in a room at the temperature of 
seventy to a hundrad degrees Falirenheit. Indian corn thus packed and 
treated, the patentee states, ma.y be wtlrranted to keep in any climate. 
Being preserved in its natural state, as near as pOSSible, It retains the pecu· 
liar sweetness and fiavor of fresh green corn right from the growing field, 
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claims In that case Is-

The described new article of manufacture, to wit, Indian corn, when pre· 
serve4 in the green state without drying the same, the kernels being reo 
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The second patent purport� to embody an invention for a new and useful 
Improvement, in preservIng green corn, or, in other words, the patentedin� 
ventit)u is for the process of manufacturing the new product described and 
patented in the first mentioned letterlS patent. * 

Two other patents are set forth in the bill of complaint, but It Is clear 
that the patents are each for the new and useful improvement in the pro· 
cess ofpresel'ving green corn, and thattuey severally embody substantlally 
the same invention as that described in the second pa1'ent. * 

The third and fourth patents described in the bill of complaint are void. 
More than one patent for the same inventIOn cannot be legally issued by 
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but that the complainants are entitled to a decree for an account and for 
an injunction for the infringement of the first and second patents, unless 
the defenses, or some one of them set up by the respondent. are sus tamed. 

Tae ftr�t defense is tnat the patentee IS not the orIginal and first inventor 
of the respective imflrovements. * 
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Much examination, in detail, of the parol proofs introduced by the reo 
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some way and to some extent, becBlne acquainted with the process of the 
patentee, either from rumor or from some one Who had aSSisted the pat
entee in makmg those experiments, and in mostcRses not until years after 
!�;f:.I:��°ftc'!:i���g;l:���� p��:� i'h

a
�g� ����n���c!�e latentee had 

Beyond afl doubt, the patentee was the Original and first Inventor of the 
process in the united States, and sufficient appears, even in the proofs in· 
troduced by the respondl::lnt, to convince the court that the first knowledge 
wbich those witnesses ever had of the patented process was procured, di� 
rectly or indirectly-as by report or rumor-from persons residing near tbe 
place wl"j,ere the experiments of the patentee were made, or who had at 
some time been the employees of the inventor and had assisted in his ex· 
periments. * 

Next the respondent 1'l.lsts that the process descrIbed In the English pat. 
ent t@ Peter Durand super!tedes the invention of the aSSignor of the com· 
plainant as a prior discovery and for the same improvement. Vegetable 
substances intenued LO be subjected to that process, the specificatIOn 
states, are to be put into the vessels selected for the purpose, in the raw or 
crude state; but the paten tee, in enumerating the articles to be preserved, 
does not mention green corn, nor does he �tate whether the kernels are or 
are not to be removed from the cob, or. if to be removed, whether the reo 
moval is to be effected in a manner to leave the kernels unbroken or by 
means of a gaged knife, as in the mode of operation described in the com· 
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mode of operation setforthjn the patent mentioned in the bill of com. 
plaint . •  

It is (lulte clear that a careful comparIson of the descrlptlonslj'iven of the 
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sentlally and substantially unlike, to which may be added that personshav. 
ing no other knowledge of the complainant's process than wliat they de� 
rive from perusing the specifiretion of the otlier patent, would never be 
able to preserve green corn bythatmode of operation. * 

Paten ts otherwise valid may be a voldedln a suit for infringement by proof 
that the invention was in putilic use and on sale more than two years, with 
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Nothing shurt of proof that the invention was on sale or in public use, with the consent and allowance of the inventor, for a period exceeding two 

years, willsupport-.such a defense, as the ¥arty charged with infringing the 
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will deprive the inventor of his tLtle. "* 
Tested by those rules, as the case must be, it is quite clear that the de. 

fenseunder consideration must be overruled, as there isno evidence in the 
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and it is clear that no such experimental act can justly be Viewed as legiti
mate evidence to support the defense of a 'prior unauthorized public sale or 
use of the Invention, or a use Inconsistent with the right to 3pply for a pat· 
ent to secure the exclusive authority TO make and Use the Inventlnn,and 
to vend It to others to be used, as provlde41n th e patent act. • 
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As pleaded, the defense is that the Inventor abandoned the Invention to 
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the 18th of February. 1862, which it is conceded Is substantially the same as 
the first one, which is still on file in the Patent Office. Evidence of an af
firma.tive character to show that the inventor ever uttered a word or did 
an act Signifying his intention to abandon his invention to the public be� 
fore he filed his first applica.tion fora patent is entirely wanting, noris there 
any circumstance introduced in evidence to support t!!at theory, except 
the mer� lapse of time from the discovery Jf th.e invention to the filing of 
the applIcation, and it is settlf'd law thftt the mere forbearance to apply for 
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grounds for any such presumption. 
Apply that rule to the present case, and it is clear that the proofs fur 

nish no ground for such a presumption before his first application was im� 
properly rejected by the Patent Office. Such an adverse decision operates 
as a great dIscouragement to an indigent inventor, as was strikingly illus
trated in the case of the inventor of the improved mode of manufacturing 
wool, who, in consequence of Buch a deciSion, was kept out of the enjoy� 
ment of the fruits of his genius for forty years. 

Abandonment or dedication of an invention to the public, being in the 
nature of a forfeiture of a right, is not fuvored in law, and Mr. Justice Nel· son decided that such a defense could not be sustained. unless the acts of 
the party invoked for the purpose were corroborated by some declarations 
manifesting such an intention; but it is not necessary to apply that rule in 
this case, as the evidence fails to disclose either any act or declaration to 
support the theory. Argument to show that the inventor was entitled to a 
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cision of the Office reversing their former action would seem to be re� 
quired to establ'sh that proposition. * Truth was crushed for the mo· 
ment, but, happily for the cause of justice, the reasons given for the erro� 
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period, 
Delays tn the Patent Office, which an inventor cannot prevent, will not 

impair his title to his invention, nor can any use of the invention during 
such delays, if without his consent and allowance, afford any evidence to 
support the issuc that the inventor abandoned the invention eo the pub· 
lic. * 

All must agree that he did not Intend to dedicate it to the public, as hIs 
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cess, untn the adverse decision was announced. Nor does the record exhibit 
ally evidence to show that the invention got into public use with the con
sent and allowance of the inventor, or through any negligence or improvi
dence on hIS part, as it appears that he visited the Patent Office as often as 
it was necessary, to ascertain whether the opinion of the Commissionerbad 
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favor. * 

��Ii.1��1tl,CYlg�gu��r �o
�F������j�A. A. Strout, for respondent. 

Inventions Patented in England by ADlericans. 
[Compiled from the Commisslonero of Patents' Journal.) 

From June 6 to June 11, 1873, inclusive. 
CASTING ROLLS.-G. G. Lobdell, Wilmington, Del. 
HYDRAULIC HOIST.-T. Stebinset al., San FranCisco, Cal. 
ENGRAVING MACHINE, ETC.-H. D. Sedgwick, New York city. 
GAS BURNER.-T. Clough, New York city. 
IRON FURNACE.-G.E. Harding, New York city. 
LoCOMOTIVE ENGINE.-H. Fairbanks, st. Johnsbury, Vt. 
PRESERVING IRON.-W. H. Sterling, San FranCiSCO, dal. 
RAISING COAL, ETC.-A. Lawton, EUzabeth,N. J., et al. 
REFINER.-W. N !2il, San FranCiSCO, Cal. 
REFRIGERATOR.-T. D. Kingan, IndianapoliS, Ind. 
ROLLING MILL.-W. Sellers, Philadelphia, Pa., et. al_ 

UMBRELLA :FRAME, ETc.-A. and I.Herzberg, Philadelphia, Pa. 
WASHING DISHES, ETC.-A. Fischer, New York citv. 

Improved Sewing Machine. 

Lebbeus W. Lathrop, Phlladelphla. Pa., aSSignor to Lathrop Combination 
Sewing Machine Company, of New York clty.-Thls Invention, which was 
fully described and Illustrated In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for October 26, 
1872, relates to improvements in sewing machines, and it conSists, first, 1n a 
co�nbinatfon ofa rotary looper and an oscUlating looper with a spool ('ar
rIer and needle, the rotary looper being so constructed that the loop will 
not only be extended so that a commercial spool may be employed for intro
ducing the lockIng thread to avoid the winding of bobbins for shuttles, n�w 
necessary in the common lock :stitch machines, also much of the friction 
due to shuttle machines, but It Is also so contrived that a chain stitch, also 
a combined lock and cbaln stitch, can be'made ... The second part of the 
invention consists in an aclaptation of the revolving loop opener, and appli
cation of a shlftlllgpin thereto, for so adjusting the loop, as It I. opened for 
paSSing the locking thread spool through it, t!lat a chain stitch will be 
formed by the upper thread, the lower threllr.d belng dispensed with j also 80 
that a combined chain and lock stitch can be made, the lower thread being 
Included. The third part of the Invention consists In an arrangement of 
operating gear for working the loopers: also the feed, the revolving looper, 
together with the bulged pal&te for holding the discharged loop to avoid 
kinking. The fourth part of the Invention consists In a construction of the 
metal case of the machine or cover for the working parts in sections, and 
jointing them togellier In such manner thatby swinging the jOinted parts 
the work below may be expoRed readily at any time for Inspection, oiling. 
and adjusting, while the plate on which the sewing Is done remains sta
tionary. 

Improved Offal Drier. 

Matthew Anderson, Chicago, Ill.-Fordrylng and deodorizing the offal of 
packing houses rapidly and effiCiently, It Is proposed to have a jacketed 
cylinder, to be heated with steam, In which the offal will be Inclosed, the 
said cylinder containing an agitator to stir the offal rapidly, and having air· 
pipes for Ilischarglngheated air throughout the mass at the same time. The 
air is heated in a coil surrounding the steam jacket, which connects with 
the shaft of the agitator, which Is hollow, and conducts the air, which Is to 
be forced in by a pump or blower, to perforated tubes on the agitating 
blades, from which It Is distributed so as to circulate thoroughly through 
the substance to be dried, and then allowed to escape throngh a pipe to 
carry oft the odor to a fire, if preferred, where it may be burned. 

Improved Apparatns for Freezing Liqnids. 

Francesco Sajno, of Milan, Italy.-This invention is an improvement in 
the class of apparatus for freezing liquid. wherein a horizontally arranged 
hollow rotating cylinder Is employed. An outer cylinder I. jacketed with a 
non·conducting material to protect the freezing mixture from the heat of 
the a.tmosphere. It has contracted ends, which are provided with screw 
caps, which close the openings so that the water of the freezing mixture 
will be held In the space below the joints as the cylinder Is revolved, so that 
It cannot leak out. The Inner cylinder, for holding the liquid .to be frozen, 
is permanently attached to �)lle end of the outer cylirider, so that the cap of 
that end opens a:ld closes the passage to it only i also so that, in case the 
water rises as high In the outer cylinder as the join t , lt  cannot leak Into the 
liquid to be frozen. Longitudinal plates divide the space between the 
cylinders into several compartments to confine the freezing mixture equally . 
A stationary rod in the axis of the inner cylinder has a scraper and kneader 
on it to scrape the frozen liquid oft' the surface where it freezes before the 
middle portion, and stir and knead the mass to faCilitate the equal and unl· 
form action. This rod can be removed with the cylinders when taken out 0 
the bearings. 

Improved RevolTing Cotton Lint Room. 

William T. Crenshaw, Burton, Texas.-This Invention consists of a lint 
receiver of two or more compartments or rooms arranged so as to revolve 
on a vertical axIs. Each compartment Is provided with Inlet passages for 
lint and doors for taking out the same, so arranged that while the Inlet pas
sage of one room Is at the gIn stand, where the lint will be delivered Into It 
as it comes from the gin, the door of another room will be at the press, 
whereby the ginning and presslqg m.y be carried on continUOUSly without 
the hands being exposed to the dust. 

Improved Axle and Axle Box for Vehicle ... 

Friederich HunSinger, Morrlsanla, N. Y.-Thls Invention consists In the 
improvement of axle boxes. Grooves or recesses are made in the bearing 
surface of the box, which operate as reservoirs for the lubricatingmat�rial. 
The box Is fitted to a collar, aad a nut Is so fitted to the axle that when 
turneq up It makes a joint with the end of the box, and confines the 011 or 
other lubricating material. The ends of the box w!ll beeome worn after a 
while so that more or less of the material will escape, but the axle will still 
be lubrlca ted from the material retained in the grooves and retarded by II 
Shoulder or offset. 
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